The story of the Conn trumpets
ultimately begins in 1875 with the
vision and determination of one man:
Colonel C.G. Conn. Founding a band
instrument manufacturing company
in the small town of Elkhart, Indiana,
Conn quickly became known for his
innovative brass designs and became
the largest producer of trombones
in the United States and earned
the lasting reputation as “America’s
trombone house.” Conn trumpets are
recognized for their unique tone color
and refusal to “break up” even at the
most extreme dynamics making it
one of the most versatile trumpets in
the world. Conn trumpets, a future as
bright as their past.

1BS

The Vintage One Bb trumpet
combines a responsive .459”
medium-large bore, a rich resonant
one-piece hand-hammered
Sterling silver bell, a #46 standard
mouthpipe for controlled response,
two tuning slides, both traditional
“D” shaped and single radius
for choice in resistance, smooth
action Monel pistons, a patented
adjustable Modular Valve Weight
(MVW) system, and a clear lacquer
finish providing a subtle warmth to
the overall sound.

Pr o fes s ion al Trumpets
Model
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The Vintage One 1BS Bb trumpet was designed to be well
balanced and compatible with the player’s concept of sound.
The Sterling silver bell and a clear lacquer finish providing a
subtle warmth to the overall sound. All of the features make
the Conn Vintage One model trumpets the most versatile
single trumpet outfit available today.

Standard features include a one-piece hand hammered bell with a flat wire soldered rim, Monel pistons, a
one-piece brass valve casing, machined finger buttons. brass inside slides, nickel silver tuning slide receivers,
brass mouthpiece receiver, 1st slide ring, fixed third slide ring, third valve slide pin and a 1-1/2c mouthpiece
Bell Diameter

Bell

1B
Yellow brass

1BSPG

Gold Plated
Clear Lacquer
Bb

.459” / 11.66mm

4-7/8” / 123.83mm

Rose brass

Silver Plated
Silver-plate with gold-plate trim

1BRGP

Gold Plated

1BS

Clear Lacquer

1BSSP
1BSSPG
1BSGP

1-1/2c

Double

Silver Plated

1BR
1BRSP

Case

Silver-plate with gold-plate trim

1BGP

1BRSPG

Mouthpiece

Clear Lacquer

1BSP
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Finish

Sterling silver

Silver Plated
Silver-plate with gold-plate trim
Gold Plated

1B

The Vintage One 1B Bb trumpet is
well balanced and compatible with the
player’s concept of sound. The Conn
Vintage One model trumpets features
make it the most versatile single
trumpet outfit available today.

1BR

The Vintage One 1BR Bb trumpet
was designed to be well balanced and
compatible with the player’s concept
of sound. The Vintage One Bb trumpet
rose brass bell and clear lacquer finish
providing a subtle warmth to the overall
sound. All of the features make the
Conn Vintage One model trumpets
the most versatile single trumpet outfit
available today.
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